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OVERVIEW PHOTOGRAPH

GRAN ITE FAL LS DAM .

Aerial view looking northwest. Powerhouse and water supply intake are
located at east end of dam. Commercial and residenti al areas of the
city are located just downstream of the dam.
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GENERAL SUMMARY

The procedures and methodology used for dam design have undergone
major evolution within the last half century. Because the majority of dams
within the State were constructed during or prior to this evolution, often
there is little design information which conforms to current practice.
The emphasis of the National Dams Inspection Program is not to develop the
data and analyses necessary for comprehensive analysis of a structure, but
rather to identify conditions which constitute an existing or potential
hazard. By necessity, the identification process presented in this report
is generally limited to conditions which may be identified through the
field inspection, approximate computations, and other readily available
sources of information. The content of this report should, therefore, not
be treated as an in-depth engineering evaluation.

The Granite Falls Dam was constructed by the City in 1911 for the
purpose of producing water power at the site of a former dam built in
1871. The dam consists of a concrete gravity spillway section equipped
with flashboards, supplemented by a short gated sluiceway and a powerhouse
adjacent the east bank of the river.

The extent of flood prone areas downstream from the city dam is li
mited by the presence of the Northern States Power Company Dam located
3\ miles downstream. Within the reach of river between the two dams there
are 10 permanent dwellings, a county museum, and 11 commercial businesses
within the flood plain. Sudden failure of the city dam would result in
extensive property damage and could lead to loss of lives. The dam was
classified as a high hazard dam. This report confirms that classification.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The evaluation of the dam included an on-site inspection, a review
of four general photos of the original construction, interviews with op
erating personnel, and a study of the geographical, geological and hy
drologic characteristics of the river valley. The cooperation and assis
tance of Mr. John Knutson and Mr. Ed Steinbach in furnishing information
and in the inspection is gratefully acknowledged. The following are the
major conclusions of this evaluation.

Discharge Capacity

The dam is located in a portion of the river valley where substantial
flood flows by-pass the main channel through an overflow channel west of
the city. Prior to 1969 the total river flow that could be discharged
without significant flood damage was approximately 13,000 cubic feet per
second (cfs). This non-damaging flow capacity has been increased by con
struction of a levee along the right bank from the Oak Street bridge 200
feet upstream from the dam upstream 13,000 feet. The levee was constructed
to a height to contain the record flood, thus the combined capacity of
the dam and levee system has been increased to the record flow of 43,400
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efs. While the flood protection for the city is dependent on the in

tegrity of tte levee, the scope or this report is limited to an assess-

ment of the d:ul1 per se. Hydrologic studies indicate that the record flood

has about a 1 percent chance of recurring in any given year and that much

larger floods are possible in the future. In the event of "a flood sub

stantially in excess of the capacity of the dmu and by-pass channel, the

city would probably attempt to raise the levee system to minimize flood

damage. However, should the flood fight fail, it is believed that failure

of the dam would also occur by overtopping and scouring of overburden

material at the right abutment where a sandbag closure was utilized during

the 1969 flood. The erosion of the right bank would allow water to by-pass

around the west end of the dam." It is likely that this type of failure

would occur over a period of "a few hours rather than suddenly. Consequently,

it would probably not result in loss of life and would not seriously aggra

vate the significant flood damage that would otherwise occur from failure

of the levee system during a major flood. However, in view of the limited

capacity of the dam and natural by-pass channel it is recommended that the

feasibility of increasing the capacity of the system be investigated. The

possibilities to be investigated would be increasing the capacity of the

natural by-pass channel, increasing the height of the levee system, or

increasing the capacity of the dam.

Operating Plan

The city has no documented plan for operation of the dam. However,

the daily operation of the dam is dictated by the following physical re

quirements.

1. During low flows the pool is maintained at or near the top of the

flashboards to maximize the head on the hydroelectric power

units.

2, During high flows the gate section is opened to limit the over

flow depth over the flashboards to less than 18", thus minimizing

damage and loss of the boards.

3. During periods of flashboard replacement and repairs to the crest

of the dam the gate section is opened as required to permit work

ing on the dam. Care must be exercised to maintain the lowered

~ool at a minimum elevation of about a foot below the spillway

crest to permit continued operation of a municipal water supply

intake upstream,

The greatest present threat to the continued operation of the dam as out

lined above is the poor structural condition of the gat~ section and the

obsolesence and deterioration of mechanical gate hoisting equipment. It

is recommended that the gate section be reconstructed and the mechanical gate

hoisting equipment be replaced. It is also recommended that a documented

operating plan be prepared and made available at the operating site.

Inspection and Maintenance Program

The dam is inspected and maintained periodically by employees of the

Granite Falls Light Department. It is understood that a portion of the

revenues from power production are allocated for the above purpose. While
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there is ample evidence that considerable effort has been spent on main
tenance in the past, the deteriorated condition of portions of the structure
indicates the need for additional resources for mainter,ance. It is
recommended that a systematic program of inspection and maintenance be
initiated.

Structural Stability

In the absence of design or "as built" information, it is not possible
to evaluate the stability of the structure against sliding or overturning ..
There appears to be anchor~ge rods exposed at the downstream base of the
dam but the details are unknown and, in fact, it is not known whether they
extend into the foundation. A stability computation made as a part of this
investigation assuming no anchorage and with no hydrostatic uplift pressure
beneath the dam indicates that sliding is a more probable problem at the
design flood than overturning. However, there is presently no visual evi
dence of structural or foundation inadequacy and the overall appearance of
the structure is good. Therefore, no recommendation regarding additional
investigations is made.

Concrete Condition

The Quality of the concrete in the dam is Quite variable. The right
(west) half is very bad in surface appearance. The surface scaling has ex
posed much reinforcing steel, both at the crest and along the downstream
face of the spillway. There are large voids and exposed coarse aggregate
at the horizontal joints between lifts, however, this would appear to be
largely a surface condition, since there is no indication of seepage through
these joints. The concrete Quality of greatest concern is in the relatively
thin walls of the gate structure. In an attempt to improve appearance, the
concrete has been covered with a layer of shotcrete. In some sections th's
layer has a hollow sound when tapped, indicating poor bond and possibly
voids. There is also a Question on the Quality of the concrete beneath tJJe
shotcrete. Because of the vital role this structure plays in the operation
of the dam, it is recommended that the structural integrity of the gate
structure be checked in more detail, possibly by coring or drilling into the
mass to evaluate the characteristics of the concrete. With regard to the
safety hazard involved in the sudden failure of the 28 foot long gate section,
a flood wave of perhaps 7 feet in height could be produced if failure occurred
with the gates closed. Because of the limited width of the gate section
the initial wave height would rapidly diminish as it proceeded downstream.
Failure of the entire section with the gates open would produce a smaller
wave.

Seepage

There does not appear to be any problem of uncontrolled seepage. The
few indications of seepage are small in Quantity and not at the abutments
where piping or erosion could occur.

Erosion and Scour Protection

The entire structure is constructed of concrete founded on exposed
bedrock, consequently concern for erosion and scour protection is limited
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to the abutments where the ends of the structure terminate in overburden
material. The left abutment is protected by approach walls and downstream
training walls of the powerhouse. The right abutment is protected by
grouted riprap placed the full height of the earth slope. During major
floods, such as that of the record flood in 1969, it is necessary to con
struct a sandbag closure between the right abutment and the approach fill
of the Oak Street bridge approximately 200 feet upstream to prevent flanking
of the dam by flood flows.

Preservation of the Natural By-Pass Channel

In view of the limited capacity of the dam to discharge the large
flows of major floods, it is recommended that the flood carrying capacity of
the natural by-pass channel west of town be maintained and increased, if
possible.

Gates and Gate Hoists

The vertical lift gates at the gate section and powerhouse are op
erated manually through a gearing arrangement. The mechanical equipment is
in very bad condition and operation of the gates requires a large ex
penditure of manpower and equipment. In view of the vital role played by
the gate section in the overall operation of the dam and the deficiency in
total discharge capacity of project it is recommended that the gates and
gate mechanism be replaced.

Hazard Classification and Threat Assessment

This report verifies that the dam is properly classified as "high
hazard" because of the presence of several permanent dwellings within the
flood plain immediately downstream from the dam. Also the municipal water
supply is dependent on maintenance of the impoundment above the dam. Im
plementation of the measures recommended in this report would significantly
diminish the "threat" to life and property.

Wehrman, Chapman
Associates, Inc.

1414 Lilac Drive
'Hinneapo1is, MN 55422

SIGNATURES OF INSPECTION TE
,/"
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SECTION 1

PROJECT INFORMATION

1.1 GENERAL

a . Authority.

(1) The FY 1978 Public Works Appropriation Act, Public Law
95-96.

(2) Purpose of Inspection. The purpose of the inspection is
to identify the existence of conditions which could
threaten the integrity of the structure or which differ
from current design standards.

1.2 DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT

a. The dam consists of a concrete gravity section with f1ashboards
extending from the right (west) bank across the river to a
point near the left bank where a short gate section and a two
unit hydroelectric power station is located. The concrete
gravity section has a nominal height of 21 feet and a length of
300 feet. The gate section is 28 feet long and is equipped with
four vertical lift gates 5'-4" wide. The powerhouse gate
section is 30 feet long and is equipped with four vertical lift
head gates each 6'-2" wide.

b. Location. The dam is located on the Minnesota River in the city
of Granite Falls, Minnesota which is approximately 130 miles
west of Minneapolis-St. Paul. The Dam is located in Section
34, T. 116 N., R. 39 W.

c. Size Classification. The dam is less than 25 feet high and has
less than 1,000 acre feet of storage. Accordingly it is class
ified in the small category.

d. Hazard Classification. High.

e. Ownership. City of Granite Falls.

f. Purpose. Hydro-electric power and municipal water supply.

g. Design and Construction History. There is no design data or
construction drawings for the project. Historical records
indicate that it was constructed in 1911 by the city of Granite
Falls.

h. Normal Operating Procedure. The dam is operated by city personnel
to facilitate withdrawal of surface water for municipal supply and
to maximize hydro-electric power production. These objectives are
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accomplished by manipulating four vertical lift gates in the
gate section to minimize head on the flashboards during floods
and to maintain a pool elevation of 904.1, the top of the
flashboards.

1.3 PERTINENT DATA

a. Drainage Area. Total area - 6,370 square miles.

b. Discharge at Damsite

Maximum Known flood at damsite - 43,400 cubic feet per second
(1969)

Warm water outlet at pool elevation - N/A (Not applicable)

Diversion tunnel low pool outlet at pool elevation - N/A

Diversion tunnel outlet at pool elevation - N/A

Capacity of power house at normal pool - 500 cfs

Gated spillway capacity at normal pool elevation - 5,000 cfs

Gated spillway capacity at maximum pool elevation - 5,000 cfs

Ungated spillway capacity (flashboard section) at maximum pool
elevation - 31,800

Total spillway capacity at maximum pool - 36,800*

c. Elevations (feet above msl)
level elevations.

Elevations are given in USGS sea

Top of dam (crest of concrete overflow
section)

Top of flashboards

Normal pool

Maximum pool at design discharge (SPF)

Flood Control Pool

Recreation Pool

Top of right bank levee (upstream)

Streambed at centerline of dam

Maximum tailwater (SPF)

901.3

904.1

904.1

916.0

N/A

N/A

912 (at Oak Street
bridge)

880

906.8

* Additional flow by-passes the dam, total river flow was 43,400 during
record flood.
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d. Spillway

Type Concrete crest with flashboards

Length of weir - 300 feet

Crest elevation without flashboards - 901.3 ft. above msl

Height of flashboards - 34"

e. Regulating outlets

Four vertical lift gates 5'-4" wide x 18'-0" high

Invert of outlets: Aprox. elevation 887

f. Powerhouse

Type of structure: Integral with dam

Headgates - Four vertical lift gates 6'-2" x 8'-0"

Number of turbines - Two

Discharge capacity - 500 cfs
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SECTION 2

BACKGROUND ENGINEERING DATA

2.1 HISTORY

Historical data available at Granite Falls indicates that there have
been two dams constructed at the present dam site. The original dam was
built by Henry Hill in 1871 as a mill dam. This structure was apparently
abandoned or destroyed around 1905. In 1911, the records indicate that the
city of Granite Falls took over the power rights and facilities of the
"Banner Mill" and constructed the present dam. There are no drawings avail
able of the construction. However a series of four pictures of various
stages of construction are on display in the powerhouse. A copy of one of
these pictures is bound in Appendix C. While there is evidence that the
structure has undergone minor repairs there is no indication of any signi
ficant failures during major flood events. The dam is presently used to
generate hydro-electric power and to impound municipal water supply. The
dates when these functions were initiated have not been researched as a
part of this report.

2.2 AVAlLAeLE DATA

The following is a list of available data used in this evaluation:

a. Four historical photos of the original dam construction.

b. Photos of the present dam taken during the July 25, 1978 field
inspection with the water drawn down below the crest of the
dam.

c. Aerial photos of the dam obtained from the Minnesota Department
of Transportation and the U.S. Department of Agriculture.

d. A USGS quadrangle sheet "Granite Falls" dated 1965 to a scale
of 1:24,000 and a contour interval of 10 feet.

e. A floodplain information report for the city of Granite Falls
dated June 1970 showing flood hazard areas in the city and con
taining river profiles of the 1969 flood of record and the pro
file of the standard project flood.
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SECTION 3

HYDRAULIC AND HYDROLOGIC EVALUATION

3.1 AVAILABLE DESIGN DATA AND RECORDS

a. Design data and drawings for the existing dam could not
be obtained. Extensive research including interviews with
present city officials and former employees familiar with the
operation of the structure revealed that original design
data are not available. A few construction photographs and
newspaper articles provided the only information relative to
the original construction.

b. Headwater and tailwater discharge rating curves were developed
using data from several sources. A Corps of Engineers rating
curve is available for a location about 1/2 mile upstream from
the dam. Water surface profiles for major floods above and
below the dam are shown in a Flood Plain Information Report
prepared by the Corps of Engineers in 1970. Data from these
sources were combined to develop the rating curves shown on
Figure 3-1.

c. The U.S. Geological Survey has maintained a stream gaging
station since 1909 at Montevideo~ Minnesota approximately 18
miles upstream from Granite Falls. By adjusting for the in
creased drainage area between Montevideo (6~180 sq.mi.) and
Granite Falls (6~370 sq.mi.) these records were used to de
termine the flood discharges that have occurred at Granite
Falls since 1909. A discharge frequency curve is shown on
Figure 3-2. The highest 10 known floods are tabulated in the
following table.
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TABLE 3-1

HIGHEST 10 KNOWN FLOODS IN ORDER OF MAGNITUDE

J.1INNESOTA RIVER AT GRANITE FALIS, MINNESOTA

Gage Height Peak Peak (1)
Date of Crest Stage Elevation Discharge Discharge

Order J.1ontevideo feet feet J.1ontevi deo Granite Falls

1 April 12, 1969 12.6 892.6 35t lOO 43 t400(2)

2 April lOt 1952 10·7 890.7 24,500 25 t300

3 June 25t 1919 10.3 890.3 22,000 22,750

4 April 14, 1965 8.7 888.7 12,900 13,320

5 April 11, 1951 8.5 888.5 12,200 12 ,620

6 April 4, 1917 7.9 887.9 10,200 10t530

1 JUDe 30, 1953 7.7 887.1 9,770 10 t090

8 April 4-5, 1943 7.5 887.5 9,200 9 t500

9 July 13, 1920 7.4 887.4 8,930 9,225

10 April 16-11, 1947 1.3 887.3 8,500 9,070

(1) Estimated from stage-discharge rating curve at Montevideo and
computed stage-discharge relationships at Northern States Power
Company plant, Granite Falls, Minnesota, unless otherwise noted!

(2) Measured by U. S. Geological Survey at Granite Falls, Minnesota,
during 1969 flood.
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3.2 RUNOFF CHARACTERISTICS AND MAJOR FLOODS

a. The drainage area of the Minnesota River at Granite Falls
is 6,310 square miles. The major tributaries upstream from
Granite Falls are the Whetstone, Yellow Bank, Pomme de Terre,
Lac Qui Parle, and Chippewa Rivers. The headwaters of the
Minnesota River are in the extreme northeast corner of South
Dakota and the west-central portion of Minnesota. The river
flows generally south-easterly from its source to Granite Falls.
The watershed is somewhat horseshoe-shaped with one arm ex
tending northerly containing the Pomme de Terre and Chippewa
River Watershed and the other arm extending northwesterly con
taining the Little Minnesota and Whetstone River Watersheds.
The terrain is generally flat to gently rolling farmland with
many small lakes and ponds. Most of the area is devoted to
agricUltural or related uses.

The watershed divide on the west is a steep bank rilled with
gullies. This bank was formed in the glacial age and formed
a portion of the shoreline of glacial Lake Agassiz. The north,
east, and south boundaries of the watershed are not well defined,
and the divides between adjacent watersheds are generally low
and barely distinguishable. The highest elevation in the basin
is about 2,050 and is located along the western watershed di
vide. The average elevation of the eastern boundary is approx
imately 1,200. The maximum fall from the headwaters to the lower
limit of the city is approximately 1,160 feet. This is an
average of 5.5 feet per mile for the watershed. The average
drop within the basin is 5 feet per mile above the dam and
5 feet per mile below the dam.

Except for the Lac Qui Parle Reservoir, the Minnesota River
above Granite Falls flows through a winding channel in flood
plains varying from about one-half mile up to two miles in
width. The widest flood plains are at the upper end, north of
Granite Falls, and are 1\ mile wide. The flood flow splits into
two or three channesl through town and narrows to about a 1,000
foot width near the lower end of the study reach at the southeast
end of the city. The width of the flood plain does not substan
tially increase for the more severe floods such as the Standard
Project Flood because of the steep banks on both sides of the
flood plain. However, the more severe floods would cause con
siderably more damage due to the flow forced through the overflow
channel near the center of the city.

b. The average discharge for the Minnesota River at Granite Falls
is about 104 cfs based on the 68 years of record at the U.S.G.S
gage at Montevideo, Minnesota.

c. Major floods of record which occurred in 1969 (43,400 cfs) and
1952 (25,300 cfs) were caused by rapid snow melt combined with
rain. Other major floods occur in June and July following
periods of heavy rain.
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d. The maximum probable flood for the Minnesota River at Granite
Falls, Minnesota was obtained by dividing the drainage basin
into three sub-areas, then routing and combining the flows from
the sub-areas. The sub-areas above Granite Falls, totaling
6,370 square are the area above Big Sone Dam and incremental
areas to Lac qui Parle Dam and to Granite Falls. A unit hydro
graph was derived for each area. Rainfall was obtained from the
report "Probable Maximum Precipitation for the Minnesota
River Basin", February 1966, Hydrometeorological Branch, Office
of Hydrology, U.S. Weather Bureau. In the adopted computation,
the probable maximum precipitation was centered on the inter
mediate sub-area between Big Stone Dam and Lac qui Parle Dam
(2,890 square miles) with lesser amounts on the other sub-areas.
A uniform loss rate of 0.10 inch per hour was used for these
computations. The runoff hydrographs (including base flow)
from each sub-area were routed, where necessary, through the
reservoirs and downstream and combined for the total flow at
Granite Falls. The maximum probable flood peak is then 235,700
cubic feet per second.

e. The standard project flood for Granite Falls was established
as 120,000 cfs for the Flood Plain Information Report. The
SPF hydrograph is approximately 0.509 times the maximum
probable flood hydrograph. Since this flow is approximately
one half of the PMF it has been adopted as the design flood
flow. The flood hydrograph is shown on Figure 3-3.

3.3 HYDRAULIC ASPECTS OF OPERATION PROCEDURES

The hydraulic operation of the dam is dictated by the following
physical requirements:

a. During normal and low flow periods it is necessary to maintain
the pool at or near the top of the flashboards to maximize the
head available for power production. This situation prevails
during much of the year including the winter season. The wicket
gates on the two turbines and the four vertical lift gates on
the gated section of the dam are used to accomplish this pur
pose.

b. During spring runoff and at other times of high flow the gated
section of the dam is opened as required to minimize damage
and loss of flashboards.

c. During periods of extremely low flow or during repairs to the
dam the pool must be maintained not lower than approximately 1
foot below the crest of the concrete spillway to permit con
tinued pumping from the pool for municipal water supply.

The city maintains sporadic records of pool elevations and associated
gate openings.
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3.4 CONSEQUENCES OF SUDDEN BREACHING BY STRUCTURAL FAILURE

a. General considerations. Consideration of the consequences of
a sudden structural failure of the dam at Granite Falls has
been based on several factors peculiar to this particular site.
These factors are discussed separately in the following para
graphs.

b. Failure possibilities. The structural characteristics of the
dam are discussed in detail in sections 5 and 6 of this report.
However, in considering the consequences of sudden breaching of
the structure it should be noted that the dam is constructed
entirely of concrete founded on rock outcrop and the possibility
of sudden failure of a substantial portion of the dam is more
remote than if it were an earth dam on an erodable foundation.
Should a sudden failure occur it appears that it would happen
at the gate section rather than within the concrete gravity
section. There is also a distinct possibility that the dam could
fail during an extreme flood by erosion of the overburden
material at the right abutment. However, this failure would
occur over some substantial period of time and would not result
in a dam break flood wave.

c. Guidance on Wave Heights. The guidance used in this evaluation
on wave heights is contained in Reseach Note No.5, entitled,
"Guidelines for Calculating and Routing a Dam Break Flood Wave"
dated January 1977 published by the Hydrologic Engineering Center~

Corps of Engineers, Davis, California. In summary this guidance
indicates that the approximate height of a wave generated by a
sudden dam failure is 4/9ths of the headwater depth. In this
report the above quotient has been applied to either the head
water depth or the difference between headwater and tailwater,
whichever is less. Applying the guidance to Granite Falls the
following wave heights have been approximated:

DAM - BREAK WAVE HEIGHT APPROXIMATIONS

HEADWATER TAILWATER HW MINUS TW
(Elev.) (Elev.) (Ft.)

HEADWATER APPROX.
DEPTH WAVE HEIGHT
(Ft.) (Ft.)

STREAMFLOW
(cfs)

200 (low flow)
5,000 (Bank-full)

120,000 (St.P.F.)

Notes:

904(1)
905(1)
916(2)

882
887
907

22
18

9

UPSTREAM
CHANNEL
BOTTOM
(Elev. )

895(3)
895
895

9
10
21

4
4~
4

(1) These HW elevations assume flashboards are in place to Elev.
904.1

(2) This HW elevation is with no flashboards and concrete crest
at 901. 3

(3) The channel bottom is silted in to approximately 895 at
the concrete gravity section and 889 at the gate section.
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d. Discussion of dam-break wave heights. The above dam break
wave height computations indicate that the magnitude of the
wave resulting from a sudden failure of a substantial segment
of the dam would be approximately the same (4 to 4~ feet)
whether it occurred at low flow, bank-full flow, or at the
design flood (SPF). This uniformity in values is due to the
fact that the limited headwater depth governs during low and
bank-full stages whereas the limited head differential between
headwater and tailwater governs at the design flood condition.
An exception to the above situation would prevail if either
the gate section or powerhouse were to fail at low or bank
full stage because of the greater headwater depth immediately
upstream from these sections. It is estimated that wave
heights of perhaps 7 feet would be generated by failure of
either of these sections. However, it should be noted that
since these components of the dam have a width of only approx
imately one tenth of the width of the river, the height of
the flood wave would rapidly diminish as it progressed down
stream.

e. Consequences of dam-break wave heights. Occurrence of a dam
break wave at low water would not result in property damage
since the wave would be contained within the river channel below
bank-full stage. Occurrence of a similar wave at bank-full
stage would produce property damage since temporary flooding of
the developments within the flood plain would occur. Loss of
life could occur under either of the above situations due to
the rapid rise in river stage and the possibility that some-
one might be swept downstream. A dam-break waye occurring
coincident with the crest of the design flood would probably
not be a serious aggrevation to the already catastrophic
event. The flood plain information report prepared for the
city of Granite Falls indicates that at the SPF all accesses to
the city are inundated and that only small islands of high ground
remain above the flood level. Presumably the town would have
been evacuated except for patrol personnel who would be opera
ting largely with floating equipment. It is speculated that the
consequences of a dam-break wave occurrence would be the most
damaging if it occurred at or near the record flood level of
1969 during the time when a flood fight was in progress. A
flood wave in this event would probably result in the overtopping
of local levees and could result in extensive added property
damage and loss of life.
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SECTION 4

PHYSICAL ASPECTS OF OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

4.1 RESPONSIBILITY

The City of Granite Falls Light Department is responsible for
operation of the dam.

4.2 OPERATION

Operation of the dam is accomplished by the combined efforts of
several city employees. One employee is on duty at the powerhouse and
adjacent water treatment plant 24 hours each day and adjustments in the
flow through the turbines can be made by the power plant operator. Any
changes in the position of the vertical lift gates at the powerhouse
and gate section requires a crew of several men because of the deteriorated
condition of the hoists. In view of the long, fixed spillway crest, gate
changes are infrequent. When they are required they are based on local
rainfall information sometimes supplemented by sporadic information re
ceived from the operators of the Lac qui Parle dam upstream. This in
formation is usually relayed to the city indirectly through Northern States
Power Co. operators at the downstream steam plant. At times direct commu
nication between Lac qui Parle dam and the city dam would be preferable,
particularly since gate manipulation at the latter dam is not a push
button type operation. Normally the travel time between the two dams is
approximately 36 hours.

4.3 OPERATION OF FLASHBOARDS

The power pool at Granite Falls is maintained 2.8 feet above the
crest of the overflow spillway by installation of flashboards across the
300 foot length of the crest. These boards consists of three 2" x 12"
boards 16 feet long attached to double extra strength pipe placed at
5' - 4" centers in holes in the concrete crest. Because of the rather
unusual height of these flashboards (two feet is more common) the flow over
the boards must be limited to less than 18 inches or the pipe supports will
fail by bending. Also ice must not be permitted to develop against the
boards in the winter. Consequently considerable labor is expended in
removing ice on a daily basis. As a matter of incidental interest it is
understood that a bubbler system for ice removal has been tried un
successfully. While the use of flashboards can sometimes aggrevate flood
heights if the boards remain totally or partially intact during flood
flows, the experience at Granite Falls has been that the great pressure
against the 32" height of boards invariably cause the pipes to bend down
with surcharges at and above 18 inches.

4.4 MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTION

It is understood that a portion of the revenues from the production
of hydroelectric power are allocated to a maintenance and operation fund.
While there is ample evidence that considerable effort has been spent on
maintenance in the past, the need for added maintenance is also obvious.
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Similarly it is evident that the dam is under daily surveillance of the
several city employees involved in operating the adjacent water supply
plant, the hydro-electric plant, and by employees involved in the operation
of the flashboards and gates. However, since a systematic, continuing
program of inspection and maintenance is vital to the continued function
ing of the project, it is recommended that such a program be developed
further and implemented.

4.5 SUMMARY

The most urgent need with respect to the physical aspects of op
erating and maintenance at Granite Falls is to establish and implement
a systematic program of inspection and maintenance with immediate emphasis
on improvement of the gate structure and related mechanical equipment.
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SECTION 5

GEOTECHNICAL EVALUATION

5.1 AVAILABLE SUBSURFACE DATA

No borings are available at this site, Bedrock is exposed in the
valley at the damsite and can be examined directly. Profiles of the
bedrock surface were not made during construction or at any subsequent
date.

Information is available in the form of published maps and reports
of various Geological Survey organizations. These have been referred to
for background information in the preparation of this section.

5.2 GENERAL GEOLOGY

The bedrock in this area is a metamorphic granitic gneiss that is
considered to be among the oldest rock formations in the world. Its
surface is very irregular, with numerous outcrops in the valley floor,
as well as some outcrops outside the valley.

The entire area has been glaciated with till being laid down by
several advances of glaciation. The present surface material covering
the region is the result of the Des Moines lobe of the Wisconsin Ice
Age. The entire area is covered with ground moraine from this advance,
and there are also a number of terminal moraines at positions where the
glacier paused in its retreat.

A large valley was cut through the till surface by the Glacial
River Warren draining Lake Agassiz, near the end of the last glaciation.
This valley was cut to the bedrock surface and is one to two miles wide
and 100' to 150' deep in the area. The Minnesota river now flows through
this valley, but only occupies a very small part of the valley section.

The upland regions have typical ground moraine topography with ele
vations ranging between 1000' to 1060'. The drainage is imperfect with
some small lakes and swampy areas. The valley is broad, with well
defined sides, but with considerable relief on the valley floor where
elevations range from 870' to 910' as river elevation, up to numerous
hills of approximately 950' and at least one hill of 1000' elevation.
There are a number of small lakes in abandoned river channels.

The soils on the upland would be the gray drift soils, a boulder
clay soil containing a wide range of particle sizes. The soils in the
valley would be alluvial silts and sands.

5.3 SITE GEOLOGY

The dam is situated on a rock outcrop near the northeast side of
the valley. The impoundment is largely confined within the banks of the
present Minnesota River and extends upstream for a relatively short dis
tance. The reservoir shows evidence of a large amount of silting.
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The valley floor immediately downstream of the dam is exposed bed
rock that is extremely resistant to scour and erosion. The right abut
ment is placed directly on this bedrock surface, and the bedrock is also
incorporated directly into the center portion of the dam.

5.4 EXISTING STRUCTURE (See Description in Section 1)

5.5 ASSESSMENT OF SAFETY OF STRUCTURE AGAINST UNCONTROLLED SEEPAGE

There does not appear to be any danger of uncontrolled seepage.
The few indications of seepage are small in quantity and occur in areas
that are not subject to piping or excessive erosion.

5.6 SLOPE PROTECTION AND SCOUR PROTECTION

Slope protection and scour protection are not subjects pertinent to
the Granite Falls Dam since the entire dam is constructed of concrete
and is founded on rock. A concrete retaining wall on the left bank and
grouted riprap on the right bank protect against bank scour at the abut
ments.

5.7 CONCRETE CONDITION

The quality of the concrete in the dam is quite variable. The
right half is very bad in surface appearance. The surface scaling has
exposed much reinforcing steel both at the crest of the spillway and
along the base of the downstream face. The construction joints of the
lifts are also very poor, with large voids and exposed coarse aggregate.
The deterioration would appear to be largely a surface condition, since
there is no indication of seepage through these joints.

The left half of the dam is slightly better. The crest has been
capped with a newer concrete surface. The downstream face has some of
the same deteriorated appearance but does not look quite as severe as on
the right half of the dam.

Possibly the most critical concrete is in the gate structure. In
an attempt to improve the appearance, the concrete has been covered with
a layer of shotcrete. In some sections this layer has a hollow sound
when tapped, indicating poor bond and possible voids. There is also a
question on the quality of the concrete mass. Coring or drilling into
the mass to evaluate its resistance would be desirable but not essential
with respect to dam safety.

5.8 SUMMARY

There does not appear to be a high risk of sudden, catastrophic
failure of the dam. The foundation materials are excellent for a dam of
this size. The stability against overturning or sliding has been satisfactory
in times of high flood flows with high tailwater, and also in normal op
erating conditions with a probably greater head differential. Any
possible scour problems appear to be nonexistant.
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If there are major geotechnical concerns with this structure, it
would probably be in the area of concrete deterioration and quality. The
appearance is very bad in many sections with exposed steel and exposed
aggregate. Many of these do not pose a severe safety problem, as the
gravity dam is not in danger of falling apart. The exception to this may
be in the gate structure where the stresses are greater and the deterioration
may be more extensive. The entire gate structure is in need of repair and
the quality of the concrete should be completely investigated.

The spillway section would be improved in general appearance and
durability if the concrete surface were upgraded. The major question
would probably be whether the improved appearance would be worth the cost
of the resurfacing. However, because this is a mass concrete section, the
upgrading would not materially improve the structural integrity of the
structure.
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SECTION 6

STRUCTURAL EVALUATION

6.1 BACKGROUND DATA

a. The following information was used in making this evaluation.

1. Four historical photos of the original construction in
1911.

2. Photos and measurements made during the inspection of the
dam on July 25, 1978.

3. Discussions with Mr. John Knutson~ Supt. ~ Public Utilities
and Mr. Ed Steinbach~ employee of Public Utilities.

4. Sketches of the dam prepared from the above data.

b. The structure is constructed of concrete and from the inspection
it was evident that the entire structure is founded on granite.
Whether the structure is anchored into the rock is speculative.

6.2 ASSESSMENT OF STRUCTURAL STABILITY

a. Stability Analysis

In the absence of design or "as-built" information~ it is not
possible to completely analyze the dam to evaluate factors of
safety with regard to overturning or sliding. The cross-section
of the dam is not known~ and the extent of anchors into the
bedrock foundation is also not known. There appear to be an
chorage rods exposed at the base of the dam~ but the number~

size~ embedment, spacing, etc. are all unknown. The configuration
of the contact surface is also an unknown quantity. Simple
calculations assuming an approximate and regular cross-section~

no support from anchorage bolts or from downstream rock buttresses~

no uplift pressures under the dam, and hydrostatic pressures
plus submerged soil pressures along the entire upstream face of
the dam produce the following results: (1) The resultant vertical
force acts at the third point of the base~ which satisfies design
criteria. (2) The friction factor required for no sliding to
occur is .67, an unreasonably high value. This would not satisfy
design criteria~ but is also~ obviously, not an accurate
appraisal. It does not take into consideration the effect of
the rock outcrop buttress at the center of the dam~ which ob
viously provides a great deal of support, nor does it account for
the surface" roughness of the rock surface~ nor support pro-
vided by foundation dowels or keys which are undoubtedly there
(as partially visible in construction photographs) but are un
known quantity.

b. Loading Conditions. For the above mentioned stability analysis
the following elevations affecting loading were used:
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Record Design
Flood Flood
(1969) (SPF)

Headwater Elevation 909.2 916.1

Tailwater Elevation 900.0 906.8

Spillway Crest Elevation 901. 3 901. 3

Top of silt at upstream face of dam 895.0 895.0

Since the head differential on the dam remains essentially constant for
flows in excess of the record flood, the summation of horizontal forces
on the dam remains approximately constant for all flows with tailwater
elevations at and above spillway crest (901.3).

c. Possible mode of failure. The Granite Falls Dam has proven to be
stable for the above loading conditions imposed by the record flood.
The approximate stability computations discussed in paragraph a. above
indicate that the main spillway section has less of a factor of
safety against sliding than against overturning for the record flood
condition, assuming no uplift forces beneath the dam. In the event
that significant uplift forces are present beneath the dam the factor
of safety against sliding would be substantially less for the design
flood than for the record flood. On this basis sliding is considered
to be a possible mode of failure at the design flood. However, in
actuality, this possible mode of failure would probably be pre-
ceded by flanking at the right abutment or failure of the gate
section.

6.3 ASSESSMENT OF STRUCTURAL STRENGTH

a. Gate Section

City employees report encountering "soft concrete" when drill
ing holes in the gate section. From the appearance of the
concrete in this section during the inspection this speculation
appears possible. Thus, the gate section may be subject to
stress problems.

b. Concrete Gravity Spillway Section

The concrete gravity dam sections, although subject to surface
spalling did not appear to have stress problems.

6.4 Summary

Due in part to the complicated history of the site, the character and
composition of the abutment and foundation areas is uncertain. Compu
tations on the available data indicate that applicable structural and
foundation criteria are satisfied. Since the quality of these compu
tations is largely dependent upon knowledge of the components of the
structure, there is a level of uncertainty about the results. Elimination
of this uncertainty would require investigation and analysis beyond the
scope of this program. There is presently no visual evidence of structural
or foundation inadequacy and the overall appearance of the structure is
good. Therefore, no recommendation regarding additional investigations is
made.
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HAT] (l~ii\L J)"-:'i S,WETY
PH OC l:..:\}I

This for.m should be filled out by the t<~c1ffi leader but should
represent a consenslIs of the opinions anr'! input of all t<U1T:l members.

Totvnship 11(. N Range ~?1 hi Section 34
5. Is location shown on county map; or U.S.G.S. Quads'fleet?

(X)
( )
( )

Yes (correctly)
Yes (incor~ect1y)

No - show correct location

6. Are items on inventory sheet correct?

7. Type' of dam (check all appropriate)..",

( ) Yes
( ) Yes
( )() No

(infonnation is all correct)
(corrections attached)
(eemplet88 fgrE a~tae~

( ) Earth and lor rockfi11 (use form a)
(x) Concrete Clnd lor masonry (gravity) (use form d)
( ) Other

Exp1ain __This is an over.Lf'=o,-,-w-,-","s.u.tr-=u-=c,-,-tu~r...."e. _

8. Year of construction ----'-ill
9. Year(s) of major rehab (Jr

10. Purpose of dam (check all appropriate)

( ) Flood Control
( x) Water Supply,
( x) Hydro PO\.,rer
( ) Recreation
( ). Navigation
( ) Other

Explain



, ..' .

11. Pool e1. on day of In,,pccti0il 10/

12. Ta:f.hmter eJ. on day of inspection _-1.5"--"7--'=:5"-- _

13. Typu of spillway and/or outlet (check all appropriate)

Controlled Uncontrolled

( )
( )
( x )
( )

( )
. (x )

( )
( )

Pipe or Conduit
Chute or notch
Overfall
Other
Explnin with flashbonrds

h'14l.i.1 $P I / lv,,' e j ,I:S ,:;1 't' /' r i';;~ // \N / th :~.$ ,f, b Of' r(ls

14. General description of opprating procedures. (Is there any formal·
documented hydraulic operating plan? If so, who operates?)

The dam is operated by the city on an "as needed" basis. There is eViden~ly no formal
plan of operation. The pool is regulated primarily for city water supply;.p~r~s~:V'

..
~ , 15. Is there any program of reGular systematic inspection and main

tainance? If so d8scribe.

There is in~pection and maintenance but perhaps not on a regular systematic basis. It is
to an extent to permit operation of the dam. During winter months the maintenance foreman
said the ice was cut along flashboards daily if needed to reduce pressure and damage to
the boards and so prevent loss J pool for water safety.

.,.,. ......



Y('1.:

Inc 10.;ed
Ye~) Nol
Inc l(Jsed :~o

Don't
KIWI., 1.]11erc

Design dat<l ( )
Plans <lnd SP(~C s ()

Shop clrnwings ( )
As builts ( )
a & II t1anULl11.l ( )
H~story of const ()

photos

( ) eX) ( )
( ) (X) ( )
( ) ex:) ( )
( ) (X) ( )
( ) (X) ( ) -----
( ) ( )0 ( )

/1 c· (' Ii -.:j 1/''; I /1(" S L" j--- .-dJ.lLl:::-0

--------_._------ •.._------

Is there any formal flood \);1rn:!.ng ~;Yf:tem at the dam other than
notification by local dut:JIQritic~T

( ) Yes) (X ) No)

·.04,

18.

19.

Is there any c:\.'idcnce tllat the dam has ever been overtopped?

( ) No
( ) High \,'.J tel' JUi1rks
( ) Erosion
( ) Evidence of repair
( ) Verbal reports
( ) Other

, Explain Structure is an overflow dam. The flood of 1969 had 8.1' of
water over the crest. There iSM evidence of overtopping ofl'Wfise area.

Estimate the degree of lake siltation.

( ) No notic0~h]e siltation in lake
( ) Some mill~lr nmount of siltntion
(X) Lake h;lS m:ljor. (l!;iO\l!1ls of siltation
( ) Lake is completely siJted in

Remark!'! _ The east abutment of the new bridge just upstream of the spillway - Pwhse

-WSla now s~~_9...barrie.rjJL.pLQ.tecting the area from ice flows and build Up'

of ice I! There.1s extensive visual evidence of si It in the pool above the dam.
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21. 'rhe nbove l:ivL: ""US endc·d Lccnusc:

(x )

( )

( )
(x )

He do nClt feel tlll'lt l'oints further dO\vnstream aloe seriously
threntoncd by the dnm
'ole hnvc already (~st.:lb) ishcu .:l v<:ry high dO\mstrcam hazard.
but further dmmstrcam !wzl1rd exists
We cannot tell, further study is needed
Other
Explain Effect on N.S.P. Dam, 3 miles D.S.~

22. Give your overa] 1 opinion of the dOvrns tream haznrd

2. Significant

potentiaL

Can't
3. Low Decide

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

Economic Loss
(Extent of Development)

)

)

)

(

(

(

L High

(x)

( )

( )
(X ~I

Loss of Life -
(Extent of Development)

i/'I r ' ... L -7:;: y
Category

Tenm member

"",L_'J-/..l_'..../_-__."-/.~ SOI/

None expected (No per
manent structures for
human h~bitation)

Mfnimal (Undeveloped
to occasional structures
or agriculture)

Significant Few (No urban develop
ments and no more than
a small number of
inhabitable structures)

Appreciable (Notabl~

agriculture, industry
or structures)

......... )

More than few Excessive (Extensive
cOIT~unity, indust~~

or agriculture)

23. Are there any floodplain regulations or other constraints in force
which would limit future development or future hczard downstream?

No Yes'; Describe _."_'~.",_'

£1£6 ULIl Tlo /'./ 5. itA >IE

I)EE ,...f



2/1. In I'here 111":;' (h~velopmO:'nt in LIte emorgency spiJ.hm)' areLl \·,h:Lch
may 5uff( r damage due to flo'.• through the spi.llwLlY·?

(X) N/A No emerbenc.y Sp:tlh1fly
( ) No
( ) Yes, Describe ----

25. Check which item best describes the conditioil of the channel
upstream of the lake.

( )
( )()

( )
( )

Clear of debris, trees, etc.
Some minor debris in channel and a fey,T trees periodically
in channel
Huch debris in channel and limny trees in channel
ClwnneJ. cor,lpletely blocl~e(} by dehris and trees

Remarks ._---_.._-------------------

._-_._---
26. Are there any type of instrmwllts on the dam?

(X) No
( ) Nonulncntation
( ) Relief wells
( ) Piezometers
( ) Weirs, etc.
( ) Other

Explain . _

----------------------
27. If plnnviews are not aVdilnble at the time of the inspection,

sketches and typ:i.cal u:o::;s c,cCtiC'jlS should be Plude on the back
of these sheets to nall10 and locate principal components of the
dam.



28. Bosed on the v:l r:uLll inspl'ct ion of tlte' clrull, Eire th~rc [my arcns
which deserve speci~ll cnnr..idcri"ltion in rt2gar.d to s.1[ety uf t111~

structure? (sur.\lllnrizc from input on forms a th:ru n)

1. City should take ~teps to repair the spillway gqte operating mecban.i.sm ..

2. and check guality 0 f concrete in spi IIway gate control stru~e., _

3. however, failure of gate operation or gate super structure should not

4. effect the safety of the dam.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

] 1.

12.

Participants in the dam inspection:

f ~... ,

Name

Olaf Lein

Title Agency

/2,{U 13 ,2 n ! E()IY.L1I2 n _

LYLE. !?eO£RSW'i.

J-lt/t!. C 1,-0 !A/. fry __~ _
;lCc1C c, f~ 7$01..'11 s__

1.2"0(, LA SS;~ALlLOINt'47 _

If

II

"

"



List of attached forms

( ) Inventory Fonn
( ) U.S.G.S. or Cuunty Map
( ) Fonn A EmbRnkment Dam
(X) Form B SpiJ.h'ay
( ) Form C Condui t
(X) Form]) Cone rc te lbsonry or Tibmer Gravi ty Dam
(l) Form E Powc'r!lnuse
( X) Form F Concrete Condition
(X) Fonn G Site Geology
( ) Other

Ljst:



•.

rolU: D - GPILU,l/\Y

1. Giv(~ name of feature inspu~ted (as sllmvn on dra,vings, comrnon usage,
etc, )

( )
()( )
( )

Emergency spilbvay
Primary spillway
Other
Name

--_._----+-----------------~

2. If plans are available the following item need not be completed.
On a separate sheet, draw a plan of the spillway and one or more cross
sections of the spillway which show dimensions, location of concrete
sills, etc. Show the elevntion of the top of the dam in relation to
the spilbvay crest. If possible show mnximum, minimum and normal pool.
and taihvater elevations. Pe&eribe features not adequately sho\ffi on
the sketch.

!~121"1'1/ k' '/ ~p It,.. L \ ,..,1 ,'" ./ I S S 0 0 F T " F

."" '.
3. Check all the applicable items which descr.ibe the splllway,

'.

( x)
( )
( )
( )
( )

Remarks:

Gated spillway op Type, Tainter __ Roller __ Stop log _
Lined with concrete or slope protection
Concrete control sill
Unlined in soil
Unlined in rock

SflGoN r;JA t: y

TheAspill way is a chute section controlled by -4 5'4")( 18'0" slide gates.
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I,. 18 there any evidence of erosion of the spillway itself~

"..

I

Yes
( )
( )
( )
( )( )

No
( )
( )
( )
( )

N/A
( x)
( x)
( )
( )

Can't 'fell
( )
( )
( X )
( )

Spilh'ay floor
Spillway side slopes
Around control sill
Around spillway Bates
or control structure

5. Give your opinion of the seriousness of the erosi.on of the Hpill
way proper.

( )
fut.ure

( )
(x )
( )
( )
( )

Unlikely that it \\1j11 become a problem in the foresoeable

Hay or mny not become a problem
Is a problem but not likely to lead to failure
113 a problem which if not corrected could lead to failure
Is a serious problem which could lead to failure at anytimtJ.
Not Applicable

6. Is there any evidence of erosion upstream or downstr.eam of the
spipway?

( ) Visual evidence U.S. D.S.
( ) Sounding data U.S. D.S.
( ) Flow pattern U.S. D.S.---( ) Operators Observation U.S. D.S.
( ) Other evidence

rf""
J ,'i /' . "

• o;..~ 7• "'hat is the condition of rip rap?

()( ) No riprap

( ) Badly displaced

( ) Occasional holes and pockets

( ) Rock deteriorated

( ) Rock sound and in good condition

( ) Other
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8. Give your (lptnion of the S('riOlll:H1CSS of l~,l:! upst rl~am <.nd uo\m
stream eroslon,

r"'- ..

pc)
future

( )
( )
( )
( )

UlIH1-ely that it ,,,ill beeOm8 a prohl em :I.n the foreseaable

Mayor may not become a problem
Is 0 problem but not likely to lead to failure
J.8 a problem \'Ihicll :I.f n:1t c.orr0cted could lead to failura
Is a serious problem ,\'Ilich could lead to failure at anytime.

..",

9. Describe the material in which tIl(.: spilhray is constructed. Est
1mate the uniform soil cl::wsificHtion if .in soil or type of rock and
formation if in rock.

Granite Foundation

10. Did you attempt to operate the cates?

( ) N/A, ~o gates.
( ) Yes. successfully,
( ) Yes, unsuccessfully,
( ) Yes, partial success.
( ) NOt couldn't get ~ermis~ion,

( ) No necessary equipment not nvailable.
( ) No, obviously inoperable
( X) No, but O\l,Tuer iudicates that they are operable.

Remarks: One gate operable with some effq.rk. two gates with much effort, one

gate operable without ~xtensive repair - raisina mechanism cannibalized"", _

11. Are spillway gate normally

( ) N/A, no gates.
( ) open
( ) closed
( ) ot:her

r.>:phdn .9'perat~d; Base~..E.r:'l lnf,.:..lo::...w'-'-- _

--_._-----_._---------------------------
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12. Give your opinlon of condition of cates.

( ) N/A. No gates.
( ) Gotes appear to be in good condition and unlikely to cause

problp.ms in the foreseeable future.
(x) Gate hnve some problems not likely to impair operation
( ) Gntc ~ave some problems which could lead to failure during

and emergency
( ) Gates are in such poor condition that failure could occur

at anytime

('!<:"{..!>6r;.()V/~S.

Remarks: Two lifting bases cracked4-additional deterioration of gate 'El~e!l5§ries

Inop~rablt
collkLmake them§pslulsle which would lessen pool contrd.

13. In your opinion, ~lat problems would failure of the gates to open
cause?

( ) N/A, No gates
( ) Little or none
( x) tJould make drawing dO\m the lak.e difficult
( ) Would partially reduce the ability.to safely pass a flood
( ) Would drastically reducG the ability to safely pass a flood
( ) Otller

~-----_._--._-------------~-

14. In your opinion. \o.That problems ,...ould a failure of the gates that
permitted uncontrolled release of \':ater cause?

( .)
( )
(x )
( )
( )
( )

N/A. No gares
Little or none
Would drain lake, but no safety problems
May cause s~rious erosion of dam
Could release enough water to be a flood hazard
Other . . _

15. Wall drains and floor weepholes

(x) None
( ) Generally appear open and functioning
( ) Generally appear non functioning
( ) Amount of flow observed

None ()
Trickle ( )
}>foderate ( )
HeAvy ()
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16. Give your opinioll of the Gl-~llcral conc1ilion of tlw SpiUh'i.lY.

$..e.ILL~/ 61A-7rLAI/ll L:"A Tit 6 7J(tJ~--ru,J..£-'~ Aec.

17. Are there any obstruction to flow through the spillway?
( ) Yes ( X) No

Describe flow pattern:

18. In your opinion would an abnormall~ large spillway discharge have
a tendency to erode the enhankment?

(X) No
( ) Yes
Describe

----------------

19. Summary

Based on your field obe,(;rvntions lic,t the items \.,rhich you feel
may represent a pote~tial hazard to the emuankment.

(1) No £14130 NK!'1£j I T

(2) __~ _

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Signature(s) of Person(s) responsible

for tiCS ;k

B-5
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FOP.x D - CO;'lCRETE, HASo:m.";" OR TUWER GRAVITY DAH

1. (If plans are available the following need not be completed.)
On a separate sheet, draw one or more sections through the dam. Show
crest: width, h(dght I major types of foundation I '~ater surface Ilpstream
nnd downstream (J'ld any pertinent features. On a plan or elevation,
show location by dimension of outlets and other features. Describe
featurcR not adequately shown Oli sketch. Identify foundation treat
ment meaoures taken.

(--.::) r I~-'
,..' , .,- ' / /'-/

I

-'------_._-----

.'..

2. Based on the exposed material in the downstream channel and any
other physical evidence, describe the foundation material.

_Jit'onite - sound but jointed with varying joint patterp.;..:s'--- _

Fractured gran ite

3. Basis for foundation description

( ) Borings

( ) Construction records

( ) Verbal testimony

( )( ) Visual observation

( ) Waterwell records

( ) Other - Explain
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4. Are there any signs of instabiljty (i.e. sliding. overturning.
bearing) ?

( )() No signs of instability observ~d

( ) Cracks in the concrete. other than temperature or deteriora-
tion cracks

( ) DiAplacement at joints
( ) Evidence of move~ent

( ) History of sliding or tipping
( ) Other

Remarks:

5. Give your opinion of the stability of the dam based on the obse:rva
tions from question 4.

(x) Structure has no visible stability problems and may meet
criteria set forth in the guidelines

(.) Structure 'has no visible stability problems but probably
does not meet the criteria set forth in the guidelines

( ) Structure has minor stability problems but unlikely to lead
to failur.e

( ) Structure has stability problems \..hi.ch if not corrected could
lead to failure

( ) Structure has serious stability problems which could lead to
failure at anytime

( ) Other
Explain No records of design available.

_"' h'-'; 'r ....:~ _

6. For concrete structures Form F (Surface Condition of Concrete)
should be completed. Are there any items listed on Form F which may
be caused by overstress of structural members rather than concrete
deterioration?
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6. (Contld)

( ) No N/A
( x) No
( ) Cracks due to overstress in bending on tension
( ) Crocks due to shear or bcnring
( ) Spalls or other deterioration due to overstress
( ) Large deflections

General Locations --------------------------

7. Give your opinion of the ability of the structural components to
carry the applied loads using modern design criteria.

(x) Structure has no visible slructural strength problems and
may meet criteria set forth in the guidelines

( ) Structure has no visible structural strength problems but
probably docb not meet the criteria set fortll in the guidelines

( ) Structure has minor structural strength problems but unlikely
to lead to failure

( ) Structul'e has structural strongth problems which if not
corrected could lead to failure

( ) Structure has serious structural strength problems which
could lead to failure at anytime

( ) Other
Explain Overturning gOd sliding criteria should be checked·

I

8. Are there any loads on the strue-,ture '''h:lch may not have been included
in the original design but could be causing overstress in some struc~

tural components?

( ) None observed
( ) Large silt deposits on upstream face
( ) Increase.d load due to heavier traffic
( ) Additional or larger equipment loads (cranes, generators,

dead load)

Remarks: ..BasiJ.AD...JhUJe;;jJaoL;\(~iu.l*y..jl!!u-i!.JIt.fi;le~d'-----.-----------------
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9. Are there any drains or '",C(~phol1-'8 \\hlch appear to be functioning
improperly?

,#-- ~i

i

()( )
( )
( )
( )

No drains or weepholes noted
Generally yes
Generally no
Can't tell

• •".

10. Is there evidence of SeepDi!e? (Seepage at embankment tie-tns
should be covered in section on embankment darns.)

Yes No N/A Can't Tell
( ) ( )() ( ) ( ) Downstream of dam
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) Left nbutment (looking

downstream)
( ) ( )() ( ) ( ) Right abutment (looking

dO'lms t l'emn)
( ) ( X) ( ) ( ) Through structure
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) Other (relief drains)

Explain fully (quality, turbidity, location, point source of genera]
area, etc.) and/or locate evidence of seepnge on a profile and plan
sketch •

11. Give your opinion of the seriousness of the seepage based on field
observations.

( )()

( )
future

( )
( )
( )

failure
( )
( )

Remarks:

No seepage noted
Unlikely that it will become a problem in the foreseeable

Mayor may not become a problem
Is R problem but not likely to lead to failure
Is presently a problem which if not corrected could lead to

Serious problem which could lead to failure at anytime
Other
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12. If gravity dam iu not designed as an overflow structure do not
complete items 12 through 2-1.

Check the type of spillway section(s) included in the gravity
section

"...
( ,

sill.

( ) Ungated fixed crest
( x) Fixed cres t with flash boards
( ) Tainter gatc
( ) Stop log
(X) Roller gate
( ) Other
Describe flash boards of 2" wood plank. 2'10" high are seated on Q..£Qncrete

5'-4'1
Elashboards are held in place by extra heavy upright 2" pipe every" feet.

.'" ,

13. Give your opinion of condition of- gates

( ) N/A. No gates
( ) Gates appear to be in good condition and unlikely to cause

problems in the f0TDseeable future
( ) Gates have some problems not likely to impair operntion
( x) Gates have some problems which could lead to failure during

an emergency
( ) Gates are in such poor condition that failure could occur

at anytime

Remarks: Four spillw.ay slide gates 5'4")( 18'0" in spillway - Four turbine aates

6'2" )( 8' 0"

14. Give your opinion.of condition of stop logs or flash boards

( )
( X)
( )

( )

N/A. No stop logs or flash boards
Stop 10gB/flash boards appear to be in good condition
Stop logs/flash boards have some problem areas but are
not l:f.kely to impair operation
Stop 10[,s/ flash boards hnve serious problems \\fhich could
cause operation problems

.-
(

15. Describe how flash boards are controlled and what head controls
them

( ) N/A. No flash board
( ) Descl'ipUon Flashboards are left tn place often d~rnaeed by ice, etc.

which requires repair and replacement.

D-5
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16. Where arc stop logs kc.p t wlwn not in use?

( X ) N/A. No stop logs
( ) Location

"'~. 01

I,

17. Did you attempt to operate the gates?
1 flood gate operated with dif
ficulty, 2 flood gates required
much effort to operate, 1
flood gate virtually inoperable,
cannabi lized in parts.

~)'
( ..... A'-t)'operable :>~...... I\!), tP

N/A. No gates
Yes. successfully
Yes. unsuccessfully
Yes. partinl su~cess

No. couldn't get permission
No. necessary equipment not ava:l.lable
No, obviously inoperahle
No, but owner indicates that they are

( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( x)

Remarks: The turbine gates appear operabl~'but requi red up to fiye men to operate

them. The frames of two flood gate lifting gear are crgcked.

18. Are spillway gates normally

( ) N/A. No gates
( ) Open
(X) Closed
(x) Other

Explnin Gate operation d~pends on inflow

, ..
19. In your opinion, ""hat problems would failure of the' gates to open
cause?

( ) N/A. No ~ates

( ) Little or none
( x) Would make drawing down the lake difficult
( ) Would partially reduce the ability to safely pass a flood
( ) Would drastically reduce the ability to safely pass a flood
( ) Other --------------------------

i~'>'
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20. In your upin.ion, \Vh'lt problems \",olll,l il failur.f.! of the gCltcfl that
permitted uncontrolled release of watBr cause?

( )
( )
(x )
( )
( )
( )

N/A. No gates
Little or none
Would drain lake, but no safety problem
Hay calise sedous erosion of dam
Could release enough water to be R flood hazard
Other

21. Is there any evidence of erosion or deterioration of the spillway
portion of the dam?

Yes No N/A Can't Tell
( ) (x ) ( ) ( ) Spillway floor
( ) (x ) ( ) ( ) Spillway side slopes
( ) ( x) ( ) ( ) Around control sill or over-

flow agee
( ) ( x ) ( ) ( ) Around spillway gates or

control structure

Right abutment against granite, left abutment against powerhouse wall

22. Give your opinion of the seriousness of the erosion of the r.pillway
portion of the dam.

.."" )

( " )
future

(x )
( )
( .)
( )
( )

Unlikely that it \d11 become a problem in the foreseeable

Mayor may not become a problem
Is a probl~m but not likely to lead to failure
Is a problem which if not corrected could lead to failure
Is a serious problem which could leud to failure at anytime
N/A

23. Is there any e\·idence of erosion upstream or downstream of the
spillway?

___ D.S.
___ D.S.
___ D.S.
___ D.S.

( )
( )
( )
( )
( )

N/A structure in granite channel
Visual evidence U.S.
Sounding data u. S.
Flow pattern U.S.
Operators observation U.S.
Other evidence ---------------------
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24. 16 ~lere any evidence of und~rmining of the ntructure due to
eroRion?

No
Yes, I'H:!e attached sketch or map
Yes. describe location(s) and amount(s) of erosion ____

25. Is there an upstream or dO\fflstream riprop apron?

a, Is it visible? U,S. D.S. No .. .1'. located in a granite
channel

26.

b. What is its condition?

( ) Intact
( ) Ends undennined or eroded
( ) Rock displaced or missing

.
Give your opinion of the seriousness of the erosion.

..
'"

(x )
( )

future
( )
( )
( )
( )
(. )

No erosion noted
Unlikely that it will become a problem in the foreseeable

Mayor lnay not hecome a problem
Is a problem but not likely to lead to failure
Is a problem which if not corrected could lead to failure
Is a ser~ous problem which could lead to failure at anytime
Other
Remarks:

27. Based on field observations list items believed to represent sig
nificant potential hazards to the integrity of the dam.

(1) Gate structure

(2) Gates

(3) The strllcture appears to.be in good condition, however there is evidence of

I (4) deterioration of the spillw~y gate structure concrete which should not present

a safety problem.
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27. (Conl'd)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

Signature(s) of Person(s) completing
this section
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)'DRH E - pO\mmWUSE

1. Does the Powerl:ouse function as part of the dam and retain ,.;rater?

( )() Yes ( ) No. Separate Powerllouse

. '", )

2. Is the power generation equipment still in place and functioning?

( ) Not in place () In place, not fll~ct~~oning " ~ \
()() In place and functioning (I 0;: 2. (-1,.-/. t ~ )

3. Are there any signs of instability (i.e. sliding, overturning,
bearing) ?

()() No signs of instability obsel'ved
( ) Cracks in the concrete, other than temperature or deter
ioration cracks
( ) Displacement at joints
( ) Evidence of movement
( ) History of sliding or tipping
( ) Other

Remarks:

-------------------------
4. Give your opinion of the stability of the powerhouse based on the
observations from question 3.

()() !:t'ructu.re has no visible stability problems and may meet
criteria set forth in the guidelines
( ) Structure has no· visible stability problems put probably
does not meet the criteria set forth in the guidelines
( ) Structure has minor stability problems but unlikely to lead
to failure
( ) Structure has serious stability problems which could lead
to failure at any time
( ) Other

Explain _
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5. For concrete f:tructures form F (surface condition of concrcte)
should be completed. Are there any items lis ted on form F 'I/hich maybe
caused by overstress of structural members rather than concrete
detcrioration?

(x) No signs of overstress noted
( ) Cracks due to overstress in bending or tension
( ) Cracks due to shear or bearing
( ) Spalls or other ueterioration due to overstress
( ) Large deflections

General Location:

6. Arc there any loads on the structure which may not have been
included in the original design but cotild be causing overstress in
some structur~l components?

(x ) None observed
( ) Large silt deposits on upstream face
( ) Increased load due to heavier traffic
( ) Additional or larger equipment loads (cranes, generators,

dead load)

Remarks:

7. Give your opinion of the ability of the structural components to
carry the applied loads using modern design criteria•

(x ) Structure has no visible structural strength pr.oblems and
may meet criteria set forth in the guidelines
( ) Structure has no visible structural strength problems but
probably does not meet the criteria set forth in the guidelines
( ) Structure has minor structural strength problems but unlikely
to lead to failure
( ) Structure has structural strength problems which if not
corrected could lead to failure
( ) Structur.e has serious structural strength problems which
could lead to failure at any time
( ) Other

Explain _
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8. Arc there any drains or wccphol(~s ,,,hi.ch appear to be functioning
improperly?

/"".
(

(x )
( )
( )
( )

No drains or ~ecpholesnoted

Generally yes
Generally no
Can't tell

• •;OJ

9. Is there evidence of seepage?
(See,page at embankment tie-ins should be covered in section on

embankment dams)

Yes No N/A Can't Tell
( ) (x ) ( ) ( ) Dm,.>Ustream of pOHerhouse
( ) lx) ( ) ( ) Left side (looking dm.mstre&m)
( ) ( x) ( ) ( ) Right side (looking dmvnstream)
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) Through structure
( ) '( ) ( ) ( ) Oth~r (relief drains)

Explain fw,ly (quality. turbidity, location, point source of general
area etc.) and/or locate evidence of seepn..;e on a profile and plan sketch •

10. Give your opinion of the ser.iousness of the seepage based on field
observations.

(x) No 0 eepage noted.
( ) Unlikely that it 'oJi11 become a problem in the foreseeable future
( ) Mayor may not become a problem
( ) Is a problem but not likely to lead to failure
( ) Is presently a problem which if not corrected could lead to failure
( ) Serious problem Hhich could lead to failure at any time
( ) Other

Remarks:
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11. Type of }J0,,,erhouse gates

~ ..
r
I i

( )
(X)
( )
( )
( )

N/A gates removed openings permanently sealed.
Slide gates
Stop logs
'l'ainter gate
Other ---------------------------

12. Did you attempt to operate the gates?

( ) N/A. No gates
( ) Yes, successfully
( ) Yes J unsuccessfully
( ) Yes, partial success
( ) No. couldn't get permission
( ) No necessary equipment not avaifable
( ) No. ovbiously inoperable
(' x) No J but mmer indicates that they are operable.

Remarks: -'. Po 1A/£I!IloV S£ 611 '7 r

. t c'J RB.I ,:../e:: 1?E /:) A I/.;?

( ) N/A. No gates
( ) Gates appear to be in good condition and unlikely to cause pro~lems

in the forseenble future
( ) Gates have some problems not likely to impair operation
( ) Gates have some problems "lhich could lead to failure during an

emergency
( ) Gates are in such poor condition that failure could occure at

any time

Remarks: D



21. Based on your viRual observntion~ li.st any conditions which
you believe may have a potential .Jffect on the integrity of the dam.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Signature (8) of
completing this
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FORM F - SURFACE CONDITION OF CONCRETE
(From ACI Report 65-67)

1. Identify the feature for which this section applies. _

1) Concrete Dam ------------------------
2) Overflow and spillage sections

2. General condition of concrete

Good
Satisfactory
Poor

. Remarks: 2) The overflow section is eroded and !,...eathered - ! of the crest has
gcde

been recapped. (left side). The spillway~ strlJcture has been coated with ~t- crete

..which sounded drummy when topped. A check af the quality of concrete in spillway
structure is recommended

3. Cracks (x) Yes ( ) No

Describe ]) Cracks and seems along paul' lines with deteriawtjan of concrete

indicating poor distribution of mortar.

••~ ,
Direction

( ) Longitudinal
( ) Transfers
( ) Vertical
( ) Diagonal
( ) Random

Maximum Hidth
( ) fine (less than 1 rom or 3/64")
( ) medium (l rom to 2 rom or 3/64"

to 5/64")
( ) wide (more than 2 rom or more

than 5/64")

~
( )
( )
( )
( )

Pattern cracking
Checking
Hariline cracking
D-cracking

Mineralizat~.on

( ) Leaching
( ) Stalactites
( ) Stalagmites

( x) No( ) Yes4. Scaling
Describe _
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4. (Cont'd)

Sever:l.ty
( ) Light (C.A. not exposed)
( ) Medium 0/2 to 1 em or 13/64" to 25/64 "» C.A. exposed)
( ) Severe (C.A. clearly exposed and stands out)
( ) Very sever.e (loss of C.A.)

5. Popouts ( ) Yes (x ) No

Describe -----------------------_._---

Size
( )
( )
( )

Small (less than 1 em diameter or 25/64" diameter)
Medium 0 to 5 em diamEteJ;- or 25/64" to 2" diameter)
Large (lnorc than 5 em diameter or 2" diameter)

6. Spalla ( ) Yes ( ) No

Describe --.Gene.r.a....1...l<w....e.....a.u.tuhe....r.....illn~g-----_--------------

.~.
. .

Size
I()

( )

Small (less than 2 em deep and 15 em long or 3/4" deep and
6" long)
Large

7. Is(are) there any?

( ) None
( ) Pitting
( .) Dusting
( ) Honeycomb
( ) Stains
(x) Exposed steel
( )() Previous patching or other repair
( ) Chemical attach
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7. (Cont'd)

Describe Some exposed steel in the DS face at the right abutment. lefLl..2.r

crest has been recapped. The DS face of right i of overflow section somewhat eroded ..

8. In your opinion, what is the effect of the condition of the concrete
on the safety of the dam?

( ) Little or none
( ) Aesthetic problems but nothing that would effect the integ-

rity of the structure.
( X) May create operational problems, but no safety problem
( ) If uncorrected, could eventually become a safety problem
( ) It is a safety problem that CQuid result in a large uncon

trolled release of water
( ) Other

Explain The overflow section has some erosion but aRpears in generally

good condition. Some question is made of the spillway structure concrete. The city

hoo~ troubles with eroding concrete in the gate slots gnd surfqc§$ which \Wee repaired with

shot-crete ..

Signature(s) of person(s) completing
this section
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FORM G - GEOLOGY

The items in this report are divided into t"TO general categories:

a. Description of the General Gcol08Y of the basin (items 1
through 14)

b. Description of site geology (items 15 through 21)

GENERAL GEOLOGY OF THE BASIN

1. Glacial ( x )
Non-glacial ( )

2. GlaciAl
( ) Till plain
( ) End moraine
( ) Outwash plain
( x ) COII.:Jination-

Non-Glacial
( ) Deeply clisected
( ) Rather level

Explain Minnesota River Valley

o •'".

3. River Vall~
( ) Deeply incised ( x ) Terraced
( x ) Shallow ( ) Meandering
(x ) Broad ( ) Other - Explain
( ) Steep sided

4. Topography
( ) Level or even
(X) Rolling
( ) Hilly
( ) Knob & kettle
( ) Other ... Explain _

5. Empoundment
( ) Lake
( x ) River
( ) Combination - Explain ----------------

G-I
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6. Sona

Origin Types

( )
( )
( )
( )()
( )
( )

Outwash
Loess
Boulder Clay
Alluvial
Harsh
Glaciofl uvial

( )
( )
( )( )
( )
( )

Sand-gravels
Clays
Silts
Organic
Other
Explain _

Explain _

7. Effect of Topographv on Drainage
( ) Rflpid
( ) Even
( ) Slow.

8. Effect of Soil Type on Drainn~

( ) Rapid
( ) Even
( ) Slow

9. Bedrock Geology of Basin

.,~ )
Formation Name Pre-caoobri an ..Gn.ej,....s.....s __

Rock Type _.:::Gn=e..!.:is~s _

General Depth to Rock ~S~u~r~fO~c~e~ __

Outcrops in Valley Halls _Yi.......e...,s"-- _

10. Sou,rce of Bedrock Information
( X ) Visual
( ) Well rec6rds
( ) Borings
(x) Published data

G-2



•..

~-.

(

• 0.. )

Source of water to stremn fJow
( x) SurfAC'.e runoff
( ) Lakes. marshes
( ) Sprinr;s
( ) Ground water

12. ( ) Slumping or slides in reservoir
( ) Slumping or sUdes in downstream channel

13. ( ) Sink holes or surface depression

14. ( ) Grmmchlat.er discharge area
.( ) Groundwater recharge area

SITE GEOLOGY

15. Geologic Setting

( ) Glacial
( ) Outwash plain
( ) Till plain
( ) End moraine

( ) Non-glacial
( ) ·Deeply disected plain
( ) Alluvial plain

( ) Tillace.§
( ) Soil
( ) Rock

16. Bedrock

Formation Names:

( x)
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )

Exposed
Deeply huried
Sandstone
Limestone
Shale
Igneous .
( ) DolsoJ.t
( ) Granite
(X) Other - Explain ------------------

Assorted Gne i55
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11. Abutr.tcmt5 and !Olll~dfltion

( ) Soil
Types . _

( )() Rock
Types Granite Gneiss

lB. Seepa~e

( ) Pervious soils
( ) Bedding planes or joints in rock
( ) Fracture zones in rock

19. Rock Structm·e

a. Bedding
( ) Horizontal
( ) Dipping
( ) Massive bedded
( ) Medium bedded
( ) Thin bedded

b. Bedding Planes
( ) Open
( ) Closed

c. Joints
(X) Close spaced
( ) Widely spaced

. ( )() Directi'on and inclinat ion to structure

right abutment .. Dip away from
dam.

Center of dam - slopes toward dam

( ) N/A - Explain ----------_._-------

, '" )

d. Bedding Planes
( ) Open
( ) Closed

(

e. Hardness of Rock
( ) Soft
( ) Medium
( )( ) Hard

f. Cementation
( ) Well cemented
(' ) Poorly cemented
( ) Non-cemented

G-4



20. On a l30puratc sheet of paper drali] an apprl)x.imate geologic pro
file along the centerline of structure sho~.,ing assumed or kno\'1n soil
and rock pt'ofilc' in tlw abutment and foundation areas. Identify major
soil types or rock forw.ltions.

21. Based on visual observations made at the site list the geologic
conditions \"hich llre believed to represent major potential threats
to the safety of the dam.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

E)(7Cty T !21.J<:..K

Signature(s) of Person(s) completing

t~OllcY~
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APPENDIX B

HYDROLOGY AND HYDRAULICS STUDY CHECK LIST



Sheet 1 of ---Date
ID ------

NATIONAL DAH SAFETY PROGRAM

HYDROLOGY AND HYDRAULICS STUDY CHECK LIST

Name 'of Dam _G:.t@~th:4_._E~U$.J)4h1 State JiJlVlYL-__ County ~L(.....-,!~~ /'1~';;Ie:.INi...
.River -M.\¥W\e.sa~--,--_Nearest Downstream Town _~ AII7c /AL l-.s,

1. General Data

Drainage area _<R.....I.-3-~._--_f?q. mi.

Total length of longestY"atercourse (L)_~ miles*

Fall of basin ~rom the farthest point to the dam _~ feet*

Average slope of the basin feet/feet*

Time of concentration (t c ) __~~~__ hours*

Type of cover (develop by approximate estimates not
precise computation)

Urban %

Forest 5 %
• 'Co., Grassland /5 %.

Crop 20 %

Lake and swamps %

Other %

Explain __.___

Total 100 %

Frequency curve: Yes v' No Incl I' ! .r
--- I

Maximum probable index rainfall 'J....l~ inches in~ hours

'" See page 14-7 of Chows, "Handbook of Hydrology" for definition.
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Current spillway design flood:

Sheet 2 of
Date
ID -----

o0'"j 1--0,
Yes__ NO__ Peak Q \ cfs

Current spilb-ray design flood hydrograph: YesL No__ Inc1/) Fit, 3-..3

Other pertinent data:

Downstream Channel X - Sections: Yes ~ No IncH

Rough sketches of cross-section downstream of dam showing distance below the
dam. channel and overbank dimensions, n values. and slope.

, ~J

, .
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Sheet 3 of
Date
ID

2. Channel capacity in critical downstream reach 5 1 000_ cfs.

3. Flood Plain Development,

First 1000 feet downs tream / / Co ""I''' r; IZ c.. 1;1<. L. IS L 0 (, s.

Between 1000 feet and 1 mile 10 /2.;:. c;. I I.);; N C C- c;.
/ f1L.JSC'C-JM

Between 1 mile and 5 miles !'I9" /';J"",-I[;J.C /::JLAr-IT (5ft>tim)

Other critical reach

4. Description of outlet works, including stilling basin.
profile, cross-section sketches with important elevations,
and water surfaces. Plans available: Yes ~,__ No X

Give plan,
dimensions,

Inc 111 ---

Capacity: w1th ft.'of freeboard---
without freeboard

normal operating capacity
at elevation

cfs % frequency

, ~.,

5. Description of service spillway, including stilling basin. Give plan,
profile, cross-section sketches with important elevations, d~mensions, and
water surfaces. Plans available: Yes No >< Incln

cfs % frequency
Capacity: with ft. of freeboard---

without freeboard

normal operating capacity
at elevation

6. Description of emergency spillway, including stilling basin.
plan, profile, cross-section sketches with important elevations,
sions, and water surfaces. Plans available: Yes No X

Give
dimen

IncH! ---
cfs

Capacity: with ft. of freeboard---
without freeboard

normal operating capacity
at elevation

% frequency
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7. Storage capacity curves of reservoir: Yes ---

Sheet 4 of
Date ---
ID--_.-----

No V lncll!-
-~- ._--_..

Elevation .COlpadty ('.'~ ft)

8. As built design flood:
I /

Outlet works II/A_ cfs. Service spillway cfs.

Emergency spillway, LJ cfs. Proj ec t cfs.

Design freeboard A.! feet. Expected wave feet.
p

• # 9. Head,,,ater rating curve: Yes )( No Inclll '~ - L..,.
10. Tailwater rating curve: Yes X No Incl rt

'3 -I

11. Downstream channel material GtZA' i.' 7'£

12. Erosion Protection:

Upstream embankment face -

Do,rostream embankment face

erodible: Yes ---

I .'

A I . ~

I Y,. ."'t

/ / f
) I I':'",,;

No ",X..>.-_

At stilling basin -

NCS Form 150

Downstream /.
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Sheet 5 of ---Date -----
In ------

13. Critical depths at stilling basin:

Normal discharne:

Q lIB 204 ds, dl .... 5 , d2 "" 0,'') ft (t2J.J elev., tailwater elev. frS,.S

As built project design spillway capacity:

Q "'.Ad ds, dl ... , d2 = ft elev •• tailwater elev. _

( -I ,;J- )Other critical condition: tilt Y.. /IY/ VM c r I:::. L C• ." It: Q • Iq~ q
~

Q""~2lOQcfsJ dl "" 2.7, d2 = /3,$ ft)(94jelev., tailwaterelev.q(.'O,P

Current spillway design flood: ( 5 (A r-I 0 "" Ii' r.J ~
D~ ,

I). 0° - -
Q_/V\ cfs,d l ""'l,S,d2 ""24: ft905,9

·I/'Zvt..!;::-c/ rLl-tJ'-J)
elev., ta ilwa ter elev. 90(., ?'

~4. Critical heads across structure: Top of dam elev.

( VVI 7/-1 PL.A SH tSo,<,;,zOS )

At normal operating pool: q
Elev. 10d; I

No flow ---

Elev. bottom channel
downstream Y? I. 9

Tailwater Elev. Head

Normal 904 71'3,5 LO,t,

Q

No flow ---

Design =
~--

Spillway = _

Other Critical =---
rt!c.()r-~I -f!ol.,i

At fHll P9&-"
Elev. 'lOt?, 2

....1 .

Normal ... ---
Design =---

Tailwater Elev. Head

Spillway ,= _

19t~? fJEt'0'dI. (.; n... t>(,i,;,

-Othel' Cdt:~ = 90q, 2 900.0 9, Z
'* 7bTit L 121 v 1:;2 1="L.I:lV'J So r;,"tt. 7// t' $. t' ;-.!c, 0 C>l;J ". ... ",:1"

4.3/(.)(,0 (AHA 1':2.0,,'\'0 <',F'S. £ESPE.e-'T'VCL'/
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Sheet 6 of
Date ---
ID

No flow ---

At as built spillway
capacity pool:

Elev. --.14-
Q Tailwater Elev. Head

Normal "" ---
Design "" ---

Spillway"" ---
Other Critical "" ---

At current spillway )
design flood: ('5 P F

Elev. ci!~. ()
Q Tailwater Elev. Head

~:

No flow ---
Normal ... ..

Spillway"" /62,000

Other Critical "" ---

15. Sensitivity analysis of estimated spillway design flood (SDF):

, ~.....
120% SDF Pool Elev. ~

80% SnF Pool Elev. ~

Tailwater Elev.

Tailwater Elev.

H _

H _

16. Will routing the current spillway design flood through the pool signifi-

cantly (by more than 10%) attenuate the peak? Yes No X

a. Results of routing spillway design flood through pool.

(1) Performed ----- See Inc1/! -----
Reason:x(2) Not performed _.&.->-_--

)to I /.', ' I)': "
/" ' ./ «- J'

" • f" ~
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Sheet 7 of
Date -----
In-----------

b. Dam overtopping and/or breeching analysis.

/ (1) Yes x._- See Inclll

(2) No Reason:

c. Summary of impacts of spillway design flood evaluation.

See Inclll

17. Does stilling basin adequately dissipate energy over expected range

of discharge? N4jf.N~c.. / Y'oc-k e-t..Ci h~eJI cl/.:;.s/ ;:JCiICJt;, C?P1~Yrrlj

18. At existing spillway capacity is erosion downstream expected?

No
19. Will erosion jeopardize safety of structure?

--AID

For spillway design flood is erosion downstream expected?

No

20. Does stilling basin adequately dissipate energy for spillway design
flood?

21., .
......,

22. Will erosion jeopardize safety of structure?

-
23. Has downstream development constrained use of any outlet works or
spUlway?

24. Has downstream development constrained design operating plan?

NCS Form 150 Issued 30 January 1978
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Sheet 8 of
Date
10 -----

25. Summary of Findings:

b. Consequences of overtopping by current spillway design flood re-lated to breeching dam; do~st,rea~ f19~d faye and ha,:ard - .,~~......~t._--c.. J.---~'--e ~~r ~~
~~~/ --tv CA-«~4~ 4 -5 ~I- ~.

c. Adequacy of outlet/forks and control gates - .
U~"-I/ L# tJ~ ~ ~~f~

~.L.;G.~

d. Adequacy S~i:tin~~i:ixL_-··~.J-L ~.J
~ .~{j -1 ....,..-1~-~L-, ~D~ ~~

e. Adequacy3f downstream er(.si~~ protection -); ! /_.
f (/-v ~'------'/~~!-..--,-~ -P~-1---t... l"-rt-~-- IA--<> )?~(',""f ~ ~t", /~.t,.--::>,

f. AdeqUaCy~ot~tdikes, emban~~~

t:~ -f ' v(L//-J~~~g. Upstream urbanization potential and con e~uences - _ ~~ t1
.-cLU~~~~r~v-o

h. Downstream urbanization potential and consequences -

'fF~~~~~
1. Consequences of dam failure at full pool and zero discharge related to downstream floodwave and hazard -

~~~~~L-,

NOTE:

NCS Form 1.50

Mark. U for unknown N/A for not applicable
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APPENDIX C

PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN 25 JULY 1978



Phbto 1. An aerial view of the Granite Falls Dam showi ng

the business district below the dam.

Photo 2. View from the f/ght abutment across

the dam crest showing the power house and

wa ter intake structures. .



J:hoto 3. Right downstream face of dam showing cold joints
and wood flash boards in place on dam crest.

Photo 4. Left section of dam showing downstream face
l

with gate sectian and powerhouse in background. !



Photo 5. View of right spillway crest showing exposed
a-ggregate and reinforcing bars.

Photo 6. Power house and gate structure at left abutment of dam.
\



-Photo 7. Discharge through the one sluice
gate wh ich is operational.

Photo 8. Broken sluice gate machinery
which prevents operationof gates.



AU G 18

Photo 9. Headwa ter and tai Iwa ter at dam duri ng the 1969
flood period.

Photo 10. Construction photo
graph showi ng the upstream face
of the gravi ty secti on and the
gate structures at the left abul'ment •




